Fictive hindlimb motor patterns evoked by AMPA and NMDA in turtle spinal cord-hindlimb nerve preparations.
Application of the glutamate agonists alpha-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazoleproprionate (AMPA, 5-10 microM), or N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA, 50-100 microM) to the turtle spinal cord produced fictive hindlimb motor patterns in low-spinal immobilized animals (in vivo) and in isolated spinal cord-hindlimb nerve preparations (in vitro). For in vivo experiments, drugs were applied onto the dorsal surface of 2-4 adjacent spinal cord segments in and near the anterior hindlimb enlargement. Motor output was recorded unilaterally or bilaterally from hindlimb muscle nerves. AMPA elicited vigorous motor patterns in vivo that included strict hip flexor-extensor and right-left alternation. In most turtles, the monoarticular knee extensor nerve FT-KE was active during the HE phase of AMPA evoked burst cycles, similar to the timing of pocket scratch motor patterns. NMDA was less effective in vivo, typically producing only weak and irregular bursting from hip nerves and little or no knee extensor (KE) discharge. Sensory stimulation of a rostral scratch reflex in vivo could reset an ongoing AMPA-evoked motor rhythm, indicating that cutaneous reflex pathways interact centrally with the chemically activated rhythm generator. Most in vitro preparations consisted of six segments of spinal cord, including the entire 5-segment hindlimb enlargement (D8-S2) and the segment immediately anterior to the enlargement (D7), with attached hindlimb nerves. In contrast to in vivo experiments, in vitro preparations exhibited highly regular, long-lasting motor rhythms when NMDA was superfused over the spinal cord. AMPA also produced rhythmic motor patterns in vitro, but these lasted only a few minutes before they were replaced with tonic discharge. FT-KE timing during in vitro chemically elicited activity was similar to that of sensory-evoked pocket scratch motor patterns. Some NMDA-evoked rhythmicity persisted even in 3-segment (D6-D8) and 1-segment (D8) in vitro preparations, demonstrating that neural mechanisms for chemically activated rhythmogenesis reside even in a single segment of the hindlimb enlargement.